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ABSTRACT

The new technologies developed in material science and physics will provide new

transmission media for future telecommunication networks which have extremely high

capacity and almost perfect transmission quality. To design a network which uses such

media is a new challenge for the computer communication engineers. The important new

property is that transmission speed will be faster than the computing speed in the switch

ing nodes and/or the propagation delay.

We consider a metropolitan area backbone network which links several local area

networks or very intelligent work stations together and provides a large bandwidth

through the new transmission medium. One of the major design problems deals with the

medium access control method. The nodes in the network are synchronized to transmit at

the beginning of a slot, where each slot length is only a fraction of a round trip propaga

tion delay. A slot can accommodate up to b small packets from the same local node in

order to achieve a concurrent operation and to reduce the overhead. The goal of this

design is to make the effectiveness of the network, Le, the performance, independent of

the size of the network and the transmission speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although today's computer systems, personal computers, workstations and mini

computers, etc, are more powerful, the demands of computer networks do not decrease.

On the contrary, the applications requiring long-distance remote-access and communica

tions will play greatly in the next generation of computer network. The wide area packet

switching network can satisfy the demands of long-distance communications; however,

the complexity of the switching functions including routing, flow control, etc, will result

in the degradation of the services. In order to build a broadband ISDN (Integrated Ser

vices Digital Network) in metropolitan dimensions we need a very high speed transmis

sion channel and a efficient end-to-end protocol.

The early idea of designing a metropolitan area network is to adopt the techniques

developed for CATV system [1]; the Zurich MAN in Swiss [2] is an example of using

this approach to cover an area of 40 squared kilometers. IEEE 802.6 [3] group use

another approach of common channel network in order to continue their works on local

area networks. However, this approach is also motivated by today's communication

teelmiques since the transmission and receiving operations are faster than the execution

of the protocols implemented in the same level of circuit techniques.

Several proposals have been considered to be the standards of the common channel

MAN's which includes type n token ring [4], slotted ring and QPSX (Queued Packet

Synchronous eXchange) [5]. Those protocols are based on the concept of slotted ring in

order to achieve a multiple-transmission scheme. The multiple-transmission scheme will

release the sensitiveness of network size for the medium access control process; we will
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have a very large ratio, much greater than one, between the round trip propagation delay

and the transmission time of a packet in high speed MAN. One of the differences

between MAN's and LAN's is the distribution of the users; in MAN, users are located in

a cluster--not uniformly as in LAN. Such phenomenon is significant in the backbone

implementation of MAN's which is to connect a number of local area networks seated in

different buildings or campuses. Based on the following arguments:

1). expensive high speed interfaces,

2). separation of the local and the remote traffic,

3). simplification of the operation on the MAN,

we propose a two-level architecture MAN's. With this architecture, stations are con

nected to a local communication node on the backbone channel instead of connecting

themselves to the medium directly. The main features of the architecture are:

1). synchronous transmission,

2). batch transmission.

The communication nodes on the MAN collect the packets generated from the local sta-

tions and pack them in a super packet such that a super packet may contain a number of

packets destined to different destinations, shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A two level hierarchy architecture MAN

Each node is enforced to transmit at particular time instants and last for a fixed

period of time called a slot. Super packets will be duplicated at the visited nodes, and the

original one is passed to the next node. The only operation at the node is to decrease by

one the number of remaining destinations.

Since a slot of time will cover a number of nodes in the network, nodes may be

blocked by a super packet which is passing the node. A super packet may be stopped by

and is stored temporarily at the node which is transmitting. However, a single buffer at

each node is enough to avoid the overflow problem because of the synchronous transmis-

sion mechanism. A stopped super packet is guaranteed to be sent out on the channel at

the next slot. The proposed architecture possesses several advantages.

1). Multiple-transmission scheme is achieved since that nodes can transmit if the

channel at which they connect is idle.
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2). The architecture reduces the number of direct users such that the control pro

cedures are simplified and the number of expensive high speed interfaces are

reduced.

3). The mechanism of synchronous transmission does not only simplify the opera

tion but also gives a predictable buffer size at each node without flow control.

4). Batch transmission associated with the duplicate-and-go mechanism will support

the capability of concurrent execution for different packets at different nodes.

5). The size of a slot is enough to accommodate the biggest packet from the system

attached to the backbone network such that the fragmentation and reassembly

procedures can be avoided.

Although a fraction of capacity is wasted by carrying the delivered packets along

the channel, the worse case is the same as a scheme in which source nodes take the

responsibility of removing their own data from the channel.
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2. CONFIGURATION AND OPERATION OF A NODE

A node consists of several components logically distinguished by their functions

which is shown in Figure 2.

1). Duplicator: duplicates the coming super packets.

2). The destination addresses are checked and the super packet is accepted by the local

distributor if one of the addresses matches the local address. IT the addressing fails

the duplicated super packet will be destroyed.

3). Packet-collector: a temporary buffer space to accumulate the local packets to gen

erate super packets.

4). Transmitter module accepts two inputs from the packet-collector and the duplicator.

It also takes the responsibility of decrementing the NOD (number of destination) if

the addressing successes, refer to Figure 3, Format of a super packet. Higher prior

ity is assigned to the super packet coming from the upstream nodes such that a super

packet at high speed can reach its destination in the shortest time period possible.

We categorize the operations at a node into three cases.

Nonnal operation :

The coming packet is duplicated. The original one is passed to the next node after

the modification on NOD if needed. The other copy is used to retrieve the packets

destined to the stations in the local group.

Stopped by the node:

IT the node is transmitting, the coming super packet will be stored in the node to
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wait for transmission at the next slot.

By pass:

If one of the following situation occurs, the super packet is simply passed to the

next node without any modification. a). The local distributor is full. b). The node

fails.

transmittor

Figure 2. Configuration of a communication node
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Figure 3. Format of a super packet

Once a super packet has been placed on the channel, it may be stopped by some of

the intermediate nodes, causing the total transmission time to increase. The worst case is

the same as the packet switching technique due to a store-and-forward transportation

scheme. The scheme can be seen as a compromise between packet switching and circuit

switching techniques.

Another important operation of a node is to generate super packets. A greedy pol

icy is adopted by which a few packets can be transmitted together even they do not fully

utilize a super packet. Optimal performance is not obtained for all the cases by the

greedy policy; however, it is the best policy in light traffic conditions. The optimal

operation can be achieved by the bandwidth allocation cor-rol, The basic idea is to bal

ance the overhead of waiting more packets from the local stations with the sharing of the

total transmission time and software delay in order to obtain the best overall perfor

mance.
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3. ANALYSIS

To analyze a network with M nodes, we decompose the whole system into indivi

dual nodes provided that the traffic from the upstream nodes is given. The performance

of each node can be expressed by the given parameters such as local arrival rates, buffer

size in the transmission module and the arrival rate of the high priority super packet.

Finally, the traffic of high priority super packets is calculated by the results obtained

above. Clearly, the high priority traffic is expressed in terms of itself and the known

parameters. Finally, we adopt the iteration method to calculate the high priority traffic

and complete the analysis. A number of assumptions are made to simplify the analysis

which are

1). small packet size is fixed such that a super packet can carry exactly b small packets,

2). arrival process at each node is assumed to be a Poisson process with potentially dif

ferent parameters At ,

3). time needed to move a block of data from second queue into main queue is

neglected.

A state descriptor (t", ,I) is introduced to describe the state of node i , for

i =O..M -1, which indicates m super packets in the main queue and 1 small packets in

the second queue at the beginning of a time slot t. The evolution of the state of node i at

the beginning of each slot can be recognized as a Markovian process since the arrival

process follows a Poisson assumption. The probability of a super packet coming from

the previous nodes in a slot is assumed to be a constant, denoted by qi : A node is treated

as an isolated system and can be analyzed independently. Node; is analyzed such that
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the notation used here is referred to as i . In order to simplify the notation and equations

we eliminate the index i. The notation to be used in the derivation is summarized as fol-

lows;

q: probability of a super packet coming from the previous node to node i in a slot.

P(t ,m ,I) :

probability that node i is in state (m ,I) at the beginning of the t th slot. We assume

that the system has already reached steady state such that the parameter t can be

eliminated.

L: number of waiting spaces in the main queue; here we assume that the first packet in

the main queue is identical to the one in transmission. The second queue is

assumed to have infinite waiting spaces.

K j : probability of j small packets arriving at node i in a slot.

We can write down the balance equations as follows;

p (0,0) =(l-q)[p (1,0)+P (O,O)]K0

P (1,0) = q [P(l,O)+p(O,O)]K0

b-l
-t{l-q)[p(O,O)+p(l,O)] 1:K;

i-I

b-l b-j
-t{l-q) 1:p(lJ) 1: K;

j=l ; a()

p (m,/) = p (O,O)[(l-q )Kmb+I+qK(m-l)b+l]

M+lb-I

-t{l-q) 1: 1:p(i J)K(,"-i+l)b+l-j~
i-I j.()

(1)

(2)



1ft b-l

+q}: }:p(i j)K("'-i)b+l-j~,
i-lj-o

for 2 S; m SL-2, OS I S b-l and m = 1, 1 Sl S b-l

p (L-l,l) = p (O,O)[(l-q )K(L-l)b+l+qK(L-2)b+l]

L-lb-l

+(l-q) L LP (i ,j)K(L-i)b+l-j
iclj=O

L-lb-l

+q L }:p(i ,j)K(L-i-l)b+l-j~
i=lj=O

1
+(1-q)}:p(L,j)KI _j , for OSl Sb-l

jaO

P (L ,0) =P (O,O)[(I-q )Ku,+qK(L-l)b]

L-lb-l

+ }: }:p(iJ)[(I-q)K(L-i+l)-j + qK <L - l )b- j ]
iclj=O

b
+ qp(L ,O)Ko+ (l-q) LP(L ,j)Kb-j

ja/J

P (L ,I) =p (O,O)[(l-q )Ku,+I+qK(L-l)b+/]

L-lb-l

+L LP(i j)[(l-q )K(L-i+l)b+l-j+qK(L-i)b+l-j]
;-lj-o
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

I
+Lqp(Lj)Kl-j

j-iJ

b+l
+L (l-q)p (L ,j)Kb+l-j , for 1=0,1,2, ...

j-o

The equations developed above can be classified into two groups by the number of

packets in the main queue. For the case of L super packets in the main queue, the

number of small packets in the second queue can grow from zero to infinity. We use the

z -transform technique to solve the conditional probability distribution which is denoted



as P(L,z).

Define

00

P (L ,z ) = ~P (L ,i)z; ·
;=0

Multiplying both sides of (6) by zl , we have fourparts which are derived as follows;

00 00

(a): P (O,O)[q~K(L-l)b+lzl+(l-q) ~Klb+lz/]
1=0 1=0

U,-I ts-:
=P(O,O)[K(z~~ K1z1+q ~ K1z /]

1=0 I=(L-l)b

5A(z)

00 L-lb-I

(b): ~ ~ ~ [qK(L-k)b+1-j+(l-q)K(L+l-k)b+l-j]p(k,j)zl
l=Ok=lj=O

L-lb-l . (L-k)b-j-I
=qz-Lb ~ ~p(k,j)zl+lb[K(z~ ~ K1z /]

k=lj=O 1=0

L-lb-l <L+l-k)b-j-l
+ (l_q)z-{L+l)b ~ ~p(k,j)zj+lb[K(z~ ~ K1z /]

k=l j:::{J l::()

EB(z)

eo I

(c): ~ ~qKI_jP(LJ)zl
l-oj.{j

=qP(z) K(z)

eo b+1
(d): ~ ~(l-q )Kb+1_jP(L ,j)zl

I.()j~

b-l . b-lb-j-l=(l-q )z-bP(Z) K(z}+(l-q )z-bK(z) ~p(L j)zl-{l-q)z-b ~ ~ K1z 1

j.(j jrJJ I~

Therefore,
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P -b b-l
(L,z) =qP (L,z )K(z }+{l-q)z P (L,z)K (z )+(l-q )z-bK(z):£p (L.i )Zi

;=()

b-lb-j-l
-(l-q )z-b:£ :£ KA:zA:+A (z)+B (z)

j.(J k=O

Thus,

P (L .z ) = A (z )+B (z )+C (z )+D (z )
l-qK(z )-(I-q )z-bK(z)

where

b-l
C (z) = (l-q )z-b K (z) :£p (L ,i )zi

i::()

b-lb-j-l
D (z) =-(l-q )z-b:£ :£ KA:zA:

j :::{) k :::{)

00

K (z) = :£K;zi
iz::O

From (1), we have
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(7)

(8)

(9)p (0.0) +P (l.0) = 2. (0.0) .
Ko{l-q)

Substituting (9) to (2)(3X4), we can obtain (L-l)(b-l) linear equations for p(; ,j)'s, for

1 SiS L,1 S j S b -1. In this linear equation system, we have (L -1 )(b -1) equations

and L (b -1) unknowns such that b - 1 more equations are needed to solve the system.

The fundamental requirements for z-transform is introduced as a tool to produce those

equations we need. Thus, the stability requires that the values of a z-transform function

must be bounded for all the z's inside and on the unit circle. If z-transfonn of a function

can be expressed by the form N (z) • all the z's Iz ISl which satisfy D (z )=0 must also
D(z)

satisfy N (z)=O. Applying this technique by substituting the (b -1) roots of D (z)=:o ,

excluding the root %=1, with N(z) in (8), we obtain the b -1 linear equations needed.
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Combining the (L-l)(b-l) linear equations obtained from (2)(3)(4), the unknown

p (; ,j)'s can be obtained from the L (b-l) linear equation set.

Finally, the normalization equation is used to calculate p (0,0). All the nodes are

analyzed by the same procedures provided that q; s, for OS; S M -1, are given. There-

fore, the steady state probability of p (i ,j)'s at the beginning of a slot are obtained.

Based upon the results, some interesting performance of the system can be obtained pro-

vided that qi 's are given.

3.1. DISTRIBUTION OF SUPER PACKET SIZE S (n)

One interesting performance of the system is the distribution of the number of small

packets in a super packet. The average number of small packets contained in a super

packet that is allowed to enter the main queue is defined as the size of a super packet.

Let S(n ) be the probability that a super packet contains n small packets. According to

the rule, a non-full super packet can enter the main queue when the transmitter is free;

therefore, the probability of generating an n -sized super packet, n S b -1, is given as fol-

lows;

(10)

II

(I-q)1:[p (O,;)+P (I,; )]Kn-i
;.()

S(n) =-----------
I-P (no super packet is generated )
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where the probability of not generating any super packet in a slot is given
by the following expression;

M-lb-l b-l-j b-l b-l-j
P(nosuperpacketisgenerated }=fp(O,O)+p(I,O)]Ko+ I Ip(i,j) I Kk+qIp(l,j) I j

;=2 j~ k=O j=l k=O

b-l b-l-j 00

+{1-q)Ip(M,j) I Kj:+qIp(M,j)
j-o kaO j-tJ
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3.2. WAITING TIME DISTRIBUTION WH(n),WL(n)

Since the super packets from the upstream nodes have higher priority than the local

super packets, the condition of high priority super packets staying n slots of time in the

node is equivalent to that of n super pakcets in the main queue upon the arrival. There-

fore the waiting time distribution for the packets from the previous node is easily

obtained as follows;

I-I
WH ( waiting time = n slots ) = ~p (n ,j ), n S; M -1.

j~

00

WH ( waiting time =M slots ) =D (M ,j ).
j

(11)

In order to find the probability that a small packet waits exactly T+d slots in the

second queue, where d is the period between its arrival and the beginning of the next

transmission slot, we define r (n ,m ) as the probability of n packets in the main queue and

m small packets in the second queue upon arrival of the observed packet. r(n .m )'s can

be computed by combining the steady state probability p (i J)'s and the arrival process

at the node. We assume that the join operation, a group of packets moving into the main

queue, takes place at the beginning of each slot such that r (n ,m ) can be calculated as fol-

lows:

r (O,m ) =P(O,O)K~

1-1
r(n,m)= ~p(n,j)K:'_j~' for ngf-l

jJJ

m
r(M,m) = ~p(M ,j)K~_j

j.()

(12)
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where Kf represents the probability that there are i arrivals in the interval (t ,t+l-d).

The waiting time for the particular packet can be analyzed by two cases according

to the number of packets that have already existed in the system upon the arrival. Before

we examine these cases, the notation to be used in the derivation is defined as follows;

a number of super packets which have already existed in the node when the observed

packet arrives at the node. It includes the super packet in the main queue and the

small packets which can be grouped as a super packet in the second queue.

p new super packets from the previous nodes which do not exist in the node when the

observed packet arrives, but they will arrive before the observed packet enters the

main queue.

ta time slot at which the main queue is available to accept the observed packet; if the

packet does not join the main queue, it must be in the first block of the second

queue.

tb time slot when the observed packet enters the main queue.

Without loss of generality, the slot in which the observed packet arrives is marked

as 0 IUC~ that ta represents the first ta slots of the waiting period. r(n ,m)'s are

expressed by r(n ,Icb-l), for k=I,2... and l=O,I,...,b-l in order to show the number of

small packets needed to pack the observed packet into a super packet.

CASE 1 : «ISM-I

In this case the observed packet will be one of the first group in the second queue at the

beginning of the next transmission slot, i.e. ta =!. Since we are interested with the
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probability of a packet waiting T+d slots of time in the node such that

u+f\=T+l.

Thus, ppackets from previous node will arrive in tb slots; this probability is expressed as

(~ )qp( l-q )" -P. Since the main queue is available to accept the qualified super packet at

to' 'a=1 in this case, we have to enforce the observed packet to join the main queue at tb.

The probability is obtained according to the argument that there are fewer than I packets

arriving in (O,tb -1+d) given that at least there are 1 arrivals in (0, tb +d). These proba-

bilities, denoted by A (I ,tb +d), are expressed as follows;

1-1 ('\ ~);
1-~ /\,Cl e-A
~., '
iC() ,.

(13)

Since,

u= n+k-l

a+~=T+l

p=T-n-k+2

Therefore we have the waiting time for a packet which arrives at the node with a S;M -1

which can be expressed as;
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CASE 2 : u>M,

ta~1 in this case. At the beginning of the next transmission slot after the join operation

we will find a-M super packets in the second queue. Since a slotted synchronized sys-

tern is considered, we know that during the first ta slots in the waiting period of the

observed packet, the node receives a-M free slots.

The probability to reflect such conditions is expressed as:

( ta )(1- )a-M t.-a+M
a-M q q (15)

At ta , the observered packet can enter main queue if it is qualified. Since we are examin-

ing the condition that the packets wait T+d slots of time in the node, the probability that

T-M -ta super packets from the upstream nodes will arrive during the period (ta,tb) can

be expressed as;

(16)

By combining (13)(14)(15)(16) we have

(17)

The waiting time distribution can be obtained by summing over all the possible n k and

I;
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M-IT-,.,,-I
~ ~ ~W I(n ,ks-I ,T+d), T<M

,.=01-01=0

W(T+d) = M-IT-ns-l
~ ~ ~Wl(m,ks-I,T+d)+,

,.-ok=Ol=()

M-I T-1I s-I
~ ~ ~W2(n,ks-l,T+d), T~

11=0 Ie =M-11 +II =0

(18)

3.3. DETERMINATION OF q

The steady state distribution for a node at the beginning of a slot is expressed in

terms of the system parameters, i.e, slot size in packets, arrival rate, capacity of the main

queue and the probability q that a coming slot is carrying a super packet. The probability

q which reflects the dependence among the nodes in the network plays a role in linking

all the nodes together to form a network. After the system reaches the steady state, q is

constant. We can use the characteristic to calculate q for each node by the fixed point

iteration technique. The procedure of the fixed point iteration method is described as fol-

lows;

1). calculate the steady state system distribution p (i ,j)'s according to an arbitrarily

given q.

2). compute a new q for each node based upon the p (i ,j) 's obtained from step 1.

3). compare the new q to the previous q ; if the difference is within an acceptable range

then stop the iteration, otherwise, repeat the procedures with the newly calculated q .

The calculation of the new q follows the considerations. An empty slot leaves a

certain node, say node 0, and travels through the rest of nodes in the system, node M-l to
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node 1, and returns to the node O. During its trip in the network, it is loaded individually

by the rest of nodes with a certain probability. q is defined as the probability that a slot

is not available to be used by the node 0 because that it may be used by the other nodes.

Unlike the assumption made in the conventional transmission speed network in

which a slot is a round trip propagation delay and a packet always occupies several slots,

we define c; as the maximum number of nodes that bits transmitted by node ii can pro

pagate in a slot of time. Even though the length of a super packet generated by node i

can cover at most c, nodes it may be stopped by some intermediate nodes. Assume that

node j stops the super packet which is generated by the node i ; the nodes located

between node i and node j do not have any possibility to transmit at the next slot, i.e.

these nodes cannot place their packets on the observed slot. Node j is the only one which

may load packets to the slot at the current time instant. This probability consists of

several events:

1). nodes between node i and node j have empty main queue and second queue at the

beginning of the current slot; they will not transmit such that the super packet can

propagate up to node j ,

2). node j is transmitting,

3). at least one of the small packets which is loaded by node j is destined to the nodes

downstream of node i ; i.e, the super packet will not finish delivery when it reaches

node i.

At the beginning of the next slot, the observed super packet is launching at node j

and the same argument is used repeatedly until it returns to node i . We introduce a
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random variable Xij as the probability that a super packet starts from node i and it carries

at least one small packet from the nodes downstream of node; to the nodes downstream

of node j .
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The notation to be used in the derivation of q is defined as follows;

B; = P{ node i is not empty )

di j =P{ a small packet which is generated at node; with destination node j J

s,=P( a n -sized super packet is leaving from node i )

A set of recursive equations are developed as follows;

b n n ;+2. ;+2 .
Xi+l,i = L ~ (j)si+l(n )[1- ~ di +1•1Y[ L di+1J]"-J

n=lJ=l 1=1-1 1=i-l

b n n ;+3. i+3 .

Xi+2,i = L ~(j)si+2(n)[I- ~ di +2•I Y[ ~ di+2.tl"-J+Bi +1 Xi+l .i
n=IJ=l 1=t-l 1=1-1

(19)

for 11 ~ Ci+1l-

Note, the indexes shown in the equation above are moduled by the number of nodes in

the network, M . The qi '8 are equal to X;;; i.e, x;-+1l.i where Tl=M ·

By applying the fixed point iteration technique, the following procedures are used to

calculate the steady state Q; each entry, q;, represents the probability of a super packet

coming to the node i in a slot.

1). assign a arbitrary Q.
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2).: calculate the probability distribution for each node according to Q.

3). calculate a new Q. based up the results from step 2.

4).: if IIQ - Q·II < e stop and the steady state Q is obtained; otherwise, let Q =Q. and

go back to step 2.

where £ is an arbitrary small positive value.

3.4. AVERAGE TRAVELING TIME

In this section, the average traveling time for a super packet in the network is exam

ined. Once a super packet is transmitted it starts to travel in the network until the destina

tion is reached. During the trip it may be blocked by some interr .ediate nodes and that

will result in an increase of the traveling time in the network.

The delay in a node for the high priority super packet has been obtained in t. \ pre

vious section. We denote the average waiting time in node i plus one slot by I;, for

OS; ~ M -1. A random variable Yi j is defined as the average traveling time for a super

packet which starts at node i with destination node j .

By the similar consideration of the calculation of Q we can also develop a set of

recursive equations.

Yi~.i =li~ +Bi~-l · Yi i1l- 1+ (l-Bi+1\-1)Bii1l-2Yi+1\-2.i + · · ·

+ (1-Bi-f1l-1) · · · (l-B;+l)Yi+l,i ,
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for 11 < Ci-+1l

(20)

for " ~ C;-t1l

Clearly, Yi; =0, for i= 0,..., M-l.

Then, the average traveling time for a super packet generated at node i is given by

_ i+M-l
y. = ~ d ..Y··

I ~ IJ 'J.
j=i+l

(21)

Again, the index shown above are all moduled by the total number of the nodes in the

system, M.
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4. A SINGLE BUFFER HOMOGENEOUS RING NETWORK

We have analyzed an arbitrary configuration ring network. In order to demonstrate

the computation of the equations detailedly, a homogeneous system with a single-buffer

main queue is analyzed. The assumptions made for this particular network are summar-

ized as follows;

1). Arrival process at each node is assumed to be a Poisson process with the same

parameter A.

2). Nodes are equally spaced on the ring such that the maximum number of nodes that

the first bit of a super packet can reach in a slot of time is a constant c .

3). Packets have equal probability to any other node in the network.

Therefore, the state space (I ,m ) is limited in the set of

{(O,O), (1,0), (1,1), (1,2),.... ,(1, 00»).

The first parameter in the state descriptor can also be interpreted as the status of the

transmitter; I =0 indicates the transmitter is idle and 1=1 if the transmitter is busy.

4.1. STEADY STATE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

To fully define the network, the nodes which connect to each other to fonn a ring

are numbered °to M -1. The following notation is used throughout the derivation;

M number of nodes in the network,

C channel capacity in bits per second.

B slot size which includes the packet overhead.



b maximum number of the small packets in a super packet.

X a fixed sized small packet.

A mean arrival rate to a node

q probability that a super packet is coming.

Note that the transmission time for a small packet

X
To=C

is a constant and is treated as a unit of time in the derivation such that all the parameters

B t b and A. are all normalized. The probability that a coming slot is used implies that the

coming super packet still carries at least one small packet for the down stream nodes. In

steady state, q is identical to all the nodes.

The queueing model can be described as follows; the small packets are generated by

the local stations and they arrive at the node according to a Poisson process with parame-

ter A. Nodes become backlogged when packets arrive and look for a free slot on which to

transmit. Since the super packet size is fixed, we can only allow a fixed number of small

packets to be packed into a super packet. The small packets from the local stations ~

temporarily stored in a buffer which is assumed to be of infinite capacity: i.e. the the

second queue in the model. The evolution of the number of packets in second queue at

the beginning of a slot fonn an embedded Markovian process since we assume a Poisson

arrival process.
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Then, we can easily develop balance equations as follows:

p (0,0) = (l-q) [p [0,0) + P (1,0) ] 1to(B)

P (1,0) = q [p (0,0) +p(1,0) ] fto(B)

b

+(I-q) [p (0,0) +P (1,0)] ~1ti (B)
;=1

b b-j
+(I-q)~p (I,j)~ 7ti(B)

j=1 i:J:)

P (I,n ) = p (0,0) [q 7t" (B )+(I-q )7tb+,. (B )]

"+q~p (I ,j )7t"_j (B )
j=O

,.+b
(l-q) ~p (I,j )7t,,+b-j(B )

j~

We define the z-transfonn of p (I ,j) as

00

p (z) = ~p(l,n )z,.
,.z=()

Then, multiplying (24) by z" to obtain

P(z)= N(z)
D(z)

where

D(z) = l-q7t(z ~(l-q )z-b7t(z)

and
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(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

b 7t; z-b b .
N (z ) = P (O.O){K(Z )[q+(l-q )z-b l+~--- ~7tiZ') (27)

;-=11to 1to;~

b-l b-j b-l b-j. .
+(l-q) ~p(1.j)~K;-(l-q)z-b LP(l.j) LK;Z'+}

j-=l;-o j-I;-=O

1ti (T) is the probability of having i small packets arrive in (O,T], and its z -transform is
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denoted by x(z). By investigating N (z ) we have unknown variables p (I,j)'s, for

j = 1,ub -I. According to the definition of z-transform, P (z ) has to be stable for all z 's

inside the unit circle. Therefore if D (z) has roots inside the unit circle, the requirement

needed to make P (z) stable is that N (z) also has the same number of identical roots

inside the unit circle. Thus, we can find the b -1 roots of D (z ) inside the unit circle; then

by substituting them into N (z), we can obtain b-I linear equations to solve for the

P (I,j)'s.

By substituting the b-I roots ofD (z ) into N (z ) we can obtain a linear system

CO·Y=A

where

-b-a b Xi ·-b
Dj=1t(rj)[q+(l-q)rj J+~-[l-(rj)' ]-1

;-=0no
and r, denotes the i,h root inside the unit circle of O(z). Y is obtained by,

y=CO-I·A

Actually, we obtainp(lJ) = Yj P(0,0).

The normalization equation,

00

p(O,O) + ~p(l,j) = 1
j-o

is used to determine P(O,O).

P (1,z=I) =I-p(O,O)

where,

(28)

(29)

(30)
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P(I,z=I) = N(z=I)
D (z e l ),

Since D (z=I)=O and N(z=l)=O, L'Hospital rule is used to obtain p (0,0).

p(O,O) = 1, (31)
1+ N ,(1)

D (1)

Substituting P (0,0) back to (29), we obtain the steady state system distribution at the

beginning of a slot, p (i ,j)'s.

4.2. DETERMINATION OF q

Under the assumptions made for this model, the probability, q , of a coming slot is

not available to a node is identical for the M nodes in the network such that we calculate

one of them by the fixed point iteration technique. The following notation will be used

for the derivation.

qi: the probability that a super packet cannot be used by the observed node, provided

that it is leaving from the node which is i tit nodes upstream of the observed node.

c: the maximum number of nodes that a bit can propagate in a slot of time.

y : the probability that the transmitter is busy which is identical for the M nodes.

b

Y= ~s(n)
..-I

where s (n ) is the probability that the node will generate a n -sized super packet.

"
s(n) = (l-q)~ fp (l,n-j)+p(O,n-j)] 7tj

jc:()

, for IS n S b -1.
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b-l b-i-l
s(b) = (1-q )(1- 1: 1: [P(O,i)+P (1,i)] Xj)

;=() j=O

'J?erefore q (i fs, for 1 SiS M , can be obtained by the following recursive equa
tions;

b j 1 k 1 j-lc
ql =1: 1:(1--) (--) sU).

j=lk=1 M-l M-l

b j 2 k 2 j-lc
q2 =1:~(1---) (--) sU)+yqt.

j=lk=1 M-l M-l

.for i > c.

Clearly, q =qM-l.

The derivation in the previous section shows that p if J) is a function of q and we need

P if ,j) to calculate q here such that q is expressed in terms of itself. The fixed point

iteration method is introduced to solve such mutually dependent conditions. The pro-

cedure is given as follows;

1) given an arbitrary q

2) calculate the steady state probability p if J).
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3) calculate a new q denoted by q. based upon the results obtained from step 2.

4) check the condition; if I q-q. I < £ then exit otherwise, let q = q. and go back to

step 2.

The obtained q is substituted to (31) to compute the distribution.

4.3. AVERAGE TRAVELING TIME FOR A SUPER PACKET

For the case that there is only one buffer in the main queue, once a super packet is

stopped by a busy node it will be sent out to the channel at the next slot. The traveling

time for a super packet consists of the propagation delay between the source and the des

tination and the number of stops before it reaches its destination. A similar recursive

equation is developed to calculate the average traveling time in the network. The random

variables Y; 's are defined as the average traveling time for a super packet with destina-

tion of i '" nodes downstream from the source node.

Y 1=1

Y 2 = 1 +YY1

Y3= 1 +YY2+(1-Y)YY1

(33)

Yi = 1 + YYi - 1 + (l-Y)YYi - 2 +. · ·+ (1-y)c-3YYi -e+l + (l-y)C-2Y
i -e

Proof: Y1 represents that the observed node sends a super packet to the next downstream
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node; clearly, it will only take a slot of time.

y 2 represents that the observed node sends a super packet to the second node in the

downstream such that the super packet may take one slot of time to reach its destination,

or it may be stopped by the node between them and take two slots of time to finish the

delivery. The probability of the first case is 1- y and y for the second case. The rest of

Y s can be proved by the same arguments. Under the assumption that a small packet has

equal probability to be sent to any other node in the network, the average transmission

time for a small packet can be obtained by

- 1 M-l
y=--~y.

M-l . 1 I.
1=

4.4. END-TO-END PACKET DELAY

From (25), we have

(34)

(35)

P(z) = N(z)
D(z)

Since N(z=l)=O, D(z=l)=O we use L'Hospital's rule to obtain P(z)(1) which is the

mean queue length of second queue ,Q, ,

_ lim N (z )(2)D (z )(1) - D (z )(2)N(z )(1)

Q, - %-+1 2 [D (z )(1)]2

where,F (z )(,,) stands for nth derivative of F (z ).

Finally, using Little's formula, the waiting time in the second queue, W" is obtained by

(36)
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Since we are analyzing the system at the beginning of a slot, w represents the time

period between the arriving point and the beginning of the coming slot. w is equal to ~

provided that the arrival process is Poisson process.

This average traveling time is shared by the small packets in the super packet such

that the average traveling time for a small packet T is expressed as

-
T = Y B (37)

2if

where it is the average number of small packets in a super packet , and it can be obtained

by

(38)

b
I n s(n)
"=1

b
1- ~s(n)

"=1

n=----

The total packet delay D is the sum of the waiting time in the second queue , the

average traveling time in the network T and the propagation delay P .

D =W,,+T+P. (39)

4.5. COMPOUND POISSON ARRIVAL PROCESS

A simple Poisson arrival process describes that each arrival only carries in one

packet, and the PDF with parameter Ais expressed by

n. = (')JJ i eooU, ., .
J •

Therefore,

n(z) = e ooU ( l - z ) (40)

We have
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In real life bursty traffic is more general such that we examine the so-called com-

pound Poisson arrival process in order to model the bursty arrival process. The arrival

process is so defined that the inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution, but

each arrival carries in a random number of small packets instead of a single packet in

simple a Poisson process.

For k =1,2,..., let N Ie (t) be Poisson process with parameter Ale which governs the arrival

of k-sized batches. Assume independence of the processes Nk(t), k=l, 2, .... Let N(t) be

the total number of requests that have arrived in the interval (O,t]. Then,

00

N(t)= ~kNle(t) (42)
k=l

is called a compound Poisson- process. The z-transfonn of probability distribution

K
II
(t) =P (N (t) = n}, n = 0,1,2, ..., is given by

-
00 ,~%;-A

Jt(t ,z) =~ n,. (t )z" =e I-I

"=0

where

(43)

(44)

The proof of n(z) is achieved easily by multiplying the z-transform of P (N" (t ) ) ·

The probabilities can be computed from the recurrence relation
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(45)

t Ie
Kk+l = --1: (K -j+l)'A,k_j+l'1tj(t), k = 0,1,2,....

k+l j=O

The batch arrival process is more suitable for the two level hierarchy architecture.

s. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION CONTROL

To generate a super packet by the greedy policy cannot achieve the optimal perfor-

Mance of the system. Furthermore, if the nodes in the network have unbalanced traffic;

i.e. the arrival rate to the nodes are not identical, we shall allocate more bandwidth to the

nodes which have heavy traffic. In order to achieve the bandwidth allocation to obtain the

optimal performance of the system, nodes must have the ability to size the super packet.

Intuitive investigation shows that the end-to-end response time may be improved by col-

leering more passengers in a super packet to share the total traveling time of a super

packet. Furthermore, if we increase the load percentage of a super packet, the probability

of generating a super packet in a slot will decrease. That will also decrease the blocking

probability for a super packet while it is traveling in the network.

The homogeneous network with a single-buffer main queue is analyzed to demon-

strate the effect of the bandwidth allocation control scheme. Let ~(n) be the probability

that nodes will transmit an n -sized super packet if the transmitter is free.

5.1. BALANCE EQUATION

With the bandwidth allocation control scheme, the state space expands to

{(O,O), (0,1),..., (0,s-1), (1,0), (1,1), (1,2), (1,3),... , (1,00»),



and the balance equation can be developed as follows;

"p (O,n) =a(n )(l-q)~ [p (O,;)+P (I,;)] 1tn-i' for 0 S; n ~
;-0

P (1,0) =q [p (I,O)+p (0,0)] no
b b~ b

+(1-q)~p(1,i)~7tj~(i+j}+{l-q)[P(O,O)+p(l,O)] ~ 7tj ~U)
;=1 j=:() j=1

b-l b-i
+(l-q) ~p (0,;)~ 7tj ~(;+j)

;=1 j::()

n

p (I,n) = q~p (I,i) 1tn-i
i=O

b-l
+~p(O,i) 7tn~~

i=O

b-l
+ (I-q) ~p (0,;) 7tn -+D - i

;-0

n+b
+ (I-q) ~p (1,;) 7tn+b~. for n ~ I.

i::()

Where a(n) = 1 - p(n ).

Define P (z ) as the z-rransform of p (I,n) such that

00

P(z)= ~p(I,n)zn.

n..o

We have
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(46)

(47)

(48)

P(z) [l-qn(z)-(l-q)n(z)z-b] (49)

1 b z-b b ·
=p(O,O)[-~7tj~U)+qn(z)+(l-q)z-bn(z)-- ~7tjzJ]

'to jEt no J.,(J

b-l b~ · .-b b-i '+ '-b
+ l:P (O,i)[(1-q) 1:7tj~i+j)+qno)z' +(l-q )n(z )z' -(l-q)~7tjZ' J ]

i-I jJJ j-o
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b-I b-i b-i "-b
+LP (1,i)[(I-q) L 7tj~(i+j)-(I-q) L 7tjZH} ].

;-=1 j-o jJJ

Then, P (z ) can be expressed by the form ~~~ ~ .

Again, P (z ) has to be stable for all the z 's inside and on the unit circl; the b -1 roots of

D (z) inside the unit circle can produce b -1 linear equations by substituting them into

N (z). According to N (z,)=0, where zi are the roots ofD (z ) and Iz, I < 1, we have

b-l b-i b-i
+ LP (O,i )[(l-q) L 7tj~(i+j)+qno,)z{+(I-q )n(zk )zJ-l1-(I-q) L 7tjz:+

j-l1]

;=1 j~ j:()

b-l b-i b-;
+ LP (I,i )[(1-q) L 7tj~(i+j)-(l-q) L 7tjzJ+j-l1].

;=1 j=O j=O

In matrix form,

Where

(P 0); =P (0,;) and (P 1); =P (1,;), for 1 Sa i Sb-l.

and,

DIci = br,lp (0'; )[(I-q)b..E7tj~(i+j)+qno, )zi+<l-q )n(zl )zi-l1-(1-q)}i7t .zi+j-l11
i-I jrtttO j.{j } J
b-l b-i b-i

blci = LP(l';)[(1-q)I:7tj~(i+j)-(I-q)I:7tjzi+j~.
;-1 j-o j.{)

(44) can be written as the following,

(50)

(51)

(52)

,.
p (O,n) = a(n )(I-q)[p (O,O)+p (1,0)]7t"+a(n )(l-q) L [P (O,i)+P(I,i )]7t"-i (53)

;~1
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7t,. n=a(n)p (O,O)-(l-q)~ [p (O,;)+p (1,; )]1tn-ino ;=1

then,

~ n n
- p (O,O)a(n)- = ~a(n )(l-q)p (0,; )1tn-i+~ a(n )(l-q)p (1,; )1tn-i

no ;el ;=1

thus,

n n-l n
- p (O,O)a(n )-" = ~ a(n )(l-q)p (0,; )1tn-i+~a(n )(I-q)p (1,; )1tn -i+P (O,n )[a(n )(I-q )7to-I]

no ;=1 ;=1

Again, we can write the above linear equation in matrix form,

where

Crt; = a(n )(I-q )1trt-i ' for n > i.

Crtn = P (O,n )[a(n )(I-q >no-I]

en; =0, for n < i.

and,

din = a(n )(l-q )1t,...;, for n~ i.

din =0, for n < i.

Jtn
~ =-a(n)-

n no
Combining (51)(54), we can have

Therefore,

(54)

(55)
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(56)
p(O,O) = ---------..-

I
, b-I

N,(z=l) + 1:, (Po)j + 1
D (z=l) j=1

Since the p(O,O) is obtained,p(O,j),p(l,j) for j= I,... b-I are calculated by

p (O,j) = (P o)j P(0,0)

p(l,j) =(P I)j p(O,O)

5.2. END-TO-END PACKET DELAY

The end-to-end packet delay consists of the waiting time in the second queue and

the traveling time in the network. The calculation of the average waiting time in the

second queue is similar to the derivation developed before. Since N(z=l)=O and

D (z=I)=O, L'Hospital rule is used to obtain

limP'(z)
z~1

The mean queue length Qs of the second queue in the node is expressed by

(57)
_ b-I . . N(2)(z) D(l)(z) _ N(I)D(2)(z)

Q, - 1:, } p (O,) ) + (1) 2
j_l. 2 [D (z)]

The same procedure is used to calculate the steady stale q ; however, the distribution

of the super packet's size is slightly different

",,(n) = a(n )(l-q) 1:, £p (l,n -j) + P (O,n -j)] ftj
jr::JJ

for IS n S b-l. (58)

and,

II-I b-i-l
s(b) = (1-q )(1- 1:, 1:, £p (l ,i) +P (O,i)] Xj

;~ j=(j

The procedures used to calculate Y can be used for the case.
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6. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In order to illustrate the performance of the new architecture, a 6-node ring network

ith 1. anal
WI a = 12 IS yzed by three different super packet sizes, b =1, b =3, b = 5,

where a is defined as the fraction of packet transmission time and propagation delay. A

homogeneous system with a single-buffer main queue is assumed, and the nodes are

equally-spaced on the ring. A packet is assumed to be the overhead associated with a

super packet. Therefore, for b = lone node can be reached after a slot of time and 2

nodes are covered in the transmission period if b = 3. Clearly, three nodes are covered in

the transmission period if b = 5 is used.

6.1. SIMPLE POISSON ARRIVAL

Figure 4 shows the average end-to-end packet delays for different arrival rates. IT

the system is lightly loaded, b = 1 performs better than the others. This is explained by

Figure 5 in which utilization of a super packet is very low, less than SO%, if the arrival

rate is below .1. In such a condition the vacancy in a super packet is counted as the over-

head. Figure 6, 7 show some interesting behaviors of the system, the average waiting

time in the second queue and the average queue length of the second queue. Although

the b = 1 system performs quite well in light traffic condition, the system can offer traffic

up to .1 which implies the system can support lower throughput than the other two.

Combining the information obtained above, we can see that the utilization of a

super packet affects the performance of the system significantly. A system with long slot

size may not perform as well as the system with short slot size under light traffic; how-
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ever, it is more stable under heavy traffic.

6.2. COMPOUND POISSON ARRIVAL

An arrival process consisting of two different batch size arrivals is examined where

I-batched traffic is fixed at 0.01 and 2-batched traffic varies. There are two interesting

~
points of~ = .01 and ~ =.04 in Figwi' g'at which the average end-to-end packet delays

,0,
for b = 3 and b = 5 drop below the curve of b = 1 respectively. Figud 11 depicts that

utilization of a super packet for b =3 and b =5 systems are around 50% at these two

points. The batch arrival process improves the utilization of a super packet. This

confirms our expectation that the proposed system is suitable for the bursty communica-

tions traffic, typical of real life.

Finally, we use a b = 3 system to illustrate the impacts if the system uses bandwidth

allocation control. In Figures 12, 13, 14, IS, NBAC represents the behaviors of a system

without bandwidth allocation control in which the generation of a super packet follows

greedy policy. In the bandwidth allocation control system, BAC, we prohibited generat-

ing l-sized super packet. Thus, all the super packets generated in this system carry at

least two small packets. Clearly, if the system is lightly loaded it takes time to collect the

second packet to increase the utilization of a super packet. The tradeoff is between the

waiting time to obtain the second packet and the sharing of the total traveling time due to

the partner. The overall performance is depicted in Figure 12 and confirms our suspicion

early that the total savings by the super packet is overcome at 50% utilization. Further-

more, the increase of utilization will decrease the probability of generating super packets

in a slot and therefore the blocking probability. Thus we can obtain better end-to-end
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traveling time.

A dynamic control mechanism can be implemented to achieve the best features of

these two control policies. Greedy policy is used if the arrival rate is below .1 and we

prohibit l-sized super packet when the traffic is higher than .1 to obtain the best perfor

mance in any condition.
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Figure 4. Average end-to-end delay vs. arrival rate for different slot
size system.
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Figure 10. Load percentage for the compound arrival process with single
packet arrival rate =0.01
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Pigure 13. Comparison of the mean queue length for the greedy policy
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Figure 14. Comparison of q for the greedy policy and the bandwidth
allocation control.
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